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Wear just 33 items for 3 months and get back all the JOY you were missing while
you were worrying what to wear. In Project 333, minimalist expert and author of
Soulful Simplicity Courtney Carver takes a new approach to living simply--starting
with your wardrobe. Project 333 promises that not only can you survive with just
33 items in your closet for 3 months, but you'll thrive just like the thousands of
woman who have taken on the challenge and never looked back. Let the decluttering begin! Ever ask yourself how many of the items in your closet you
actually wear? In search of a way to pare down on her expensive shopping habit,
consistent lack of satisfaction with her purchases, and ever-growing closet, Carver
created Project 333. In this book, she guides readers through their closets item-byitem, sifting through all the emotional baggage associated with those oh-so
strappy high-heel sandals that cost a fortune but destroy your feet every time you
walk more than a few steps to that extensive collection of never-worn little black
dresses, to locate the items that actually look and feel like you. As Carver reveals
in this book, once we finally release ourselves from the cyclical nature of
consumerism and focus less on our shoes and more on our self-care, we not only
look great we feel great-- and we can see a clear path to make other important
changes in our lives that reach far beyond our closets. With tips, solutions, and a
closet-full of inspiration, this life-changing minimalist manual shows readers that
we are so much more than what we wear, and that who we are and what we have
is so much more than enough.
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Money Sex and Power Study Guide
How to Build Self-Discipline and Become More Successful (365 Powerful Thoughts
From the World’s Brightest Minds) Its lack makes you unable to achieve your goals.
Without it, you’ll struggle to lose weight, become fit, wake up early, work
productively and save money. Not embracing it in your everyday life means that
you’ll never realize your full potential. Ignoring it inevitably leads to regret and
feeling sad about how more successful and incredible your life could have been if
you had only decided to develop it. What is this powerful thing? Self-discipline. And
if there’s one thing that self-discipline is not, it’s instant. It takes months (if not
years) to develop powerful self-control that will protect you from impulsive
decisions, laziness, procrastination, and inaction. You need to exhibit self-discipline
day in, day out, 365 days in a year. What if you had a companion who would
remind you daily to stay disciplined and persevere, even when the going gets
tough? 365 Days With Self-Discipline is a practical, accessible guidebook for
embracing more self-discipline in your everyday life. You’ll learn how to do this
through 365 brief, daily insights from the world’s brightest minds, expanded and
commented upon by bestselling personal development author Martin Meadows.
This isn’t just an inspirational book; most of the entries deliver practical
suggestions that you can immediately apply in your life to become more
disciplined. Here are just some of the things you’ll learn: - why living your life the
hard way makes it easy (and other suggestions from a successful entrepreneur and
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longevity scientist); - how to overcome your initial resistance and procrastination
based on the remark made by one of the most renowned Renaissance men; - why,
according to an influential neurosurgeon, it’s key to see problems as hurdles
instead of obstacles (and how to do that); - how to embrace an experimental
mindset to overcome a fear of failure (a technique recommended by a successful
entrepreneur and musician); - how to quit in a smart way, according to a worldfamous marketing expert; - how to improve your productivity at work by
implementing the advice from one of the most successful detective fiction writers;
- how a trick used by screenwriters can help you figure out the first step needed to
get closer to your goals; - how to maintain self-discipline in the long-term by
paying attention to what a bestselling non-fiction author calls necessary to survive
and thrive; - how your most common thoughts can sabotage your efforts (and
other valuable insights from one of the most respected Roman Stoics); and - how
to overcome temporary discouragement and look at your problems from the
proper perspective, as suggested by a well-known public speaker and author. If
you’re ready to finally change your life and embrace self-discipline — not only for
the next 365 days, but for the rest of your life — buy this book now and together,
let’s work on your success! Keywords: self-discipline handbook, self-control book,
willpower book, success journal, mental resilience, become successful, achieve
your goals

Disciplined for Life
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Have you spent weeks, months, or even years trying to achieve your goals but
keep failing? Have you given up on becoming successful because your futile efforts
have led you to believe that success is only for the select few? If you have
answered "yes" to any of these questions-don't worry, there is still hope for you!
Before you can achieve anything in life, you need a solid foundation of selfdiscipline. Talent, intelligence, and skill are only a part of the equation. Positive
thinking, affirmations, and vision boards are only a part of the equation. If you
want to turn your dreams into reality, you need self-discipline. Self-discipline is
what will keep you focused when all hell is breaking loose and it looks like you are
one step away from failure. It will give you the mental toughness required to
dismantle the limitations you have placed on yourself and break through all
obstacles standing in the way of your goals. How would you feel if I told you that
your inability to achieve your goals does not arise because you are lazy or lack
drive, but rather it's a problem because you have never been taught how to
practice self-discipline? People are not born with self-discipline. Like driving or
playing tennis, it's a skill that you learn. In The Power of Discipline you will gain
access to easy-to-read, scientific explanations about self-discipline including: How
to master self-discipline by targeting certain areas of the brain The Navy SEALs'
secrets to self-discipline The Zen Buddhists' secrets to self-discipline How to make
hard-work exciting How to ditch your bad habits and adopt the habits of successful
people Strategies to keep going when your motivation runs out And much, much
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more By applying the principles in this book, you will develop your self-discipline,
bulldoze through toward your goals, become an unstoppable force of nature, and
start living the life you know you deserve! It's impossible to buy back the time you
have lost, but you can take control of your future. Discover the Secrets to SelfDiscipline Today by Clicking the "Add to Cart" Button at the Top of the Page.

No Excuses!
A 5-part process that will transform your organization — or your career — into a
non-stop creativity juggernaut We live in an era when business cycles are
measured in months, not years. The only way to sustain long term innovation and
growth is through creativity-at all levels of an organization. Disciplined Dreaming
shows you how to create profitable new ideas, empower all your employees to be
creative, and sustain your competitive advantage over the long term. Linkner
distills his years of experience in business and jazz — as well as hundreds of
interviews with CEOs, entrepreneurs, and artists — into a 5-step process that will
make creativity easy for you and your organization. The methodology is simple,
backed by proven results. Empowers individuals, teams, and organizations to meet
creative challenges posed by the marketplace Turns the mystery of creativity into
a simple-to-use process Shows how creativity can be used for everything from
innovative, game-shifting breakthroughs to incremental advances and daily
improvements to business processes Offers dozens of practical exercises, thoughtPage 6/34
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starters, workouts to grow "creative muscles," and case studies Disciplined
Dreaming shows even the stuffiest corporate bureaucracies how to cultivate
creativity in order to become more competitive in today's shifting marketplace. •
#4 New York Times Best Seller (Advice, How-To and Miscellaneous) • #8 New York
Times Best Seller (Hardcover Business) • #2 Wall Street Journal Best Seller
(Hardcover Business) • #9 Wall Street Journal Best Seller (Hardcover Nonfiction) •
#9 Washington Post Best Seller (Hardcover Nonfiction) • #1 USA Today Best Seller
(Money) • #10 Entertainment Weekly Best Seller (Hardcover Nonfiction) • #10
Publishers Weekly Bestseller (Hardcover Nonfiction)

The Righteous and Disciplined Life
What we teach with our discipline at ages 2,5, and 12 will return to help or haunt
us during the child in question's adolescence. The tips, traps, and stories found in
this book help us discipline effectively today yet keep an eye toward the future.

Essentialism
A practical, refreshingly optimistic guide that uses centuries-old wisdom to help us
better cope with the stresses of modern living. Some people bounce back in
response to setbacks; others break. We often think that these responses are
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hardwired, but fortunately this is not the case. Stoicism offers us an alternative
approach. Plumbing the wisdom of one of the most popular and successful schools
of thought from ancient Rome, philosopher William B. Irvine teaches us to turn any
challenge on its head. The Stoic Challenge, then, is the ultimate guide to improving
your quality of life through tactics developed by ancient Stoics, from Marcus
Aurelius and Seneca to Epictetus. This book uniquely combines ancient Stoic
insights with techniques discovered by contemporary psychological research, such
as anchoring and framing. The result is a surprisingly simple strategy for dealing
with life’s unpleasant and unexpected challenges—from minor setbacks like being
caught in a traffic jam or having a flight cancelled to major setbacks like those
experienced by physicist Stephen Hawking, who slowly lost the ability to move,
and writer Jean-Dominique Bauby, who suffered from locked-in syndrome. The
Stoics discovered that thinking of challenges as tests of character can dramatically
alter our emotional response to them. Irvine’s updated “Stoic test strategy”
teaches us how to transform life’s stumbling blocks into opportunities for becoming
calmer, tougher, and more resilient. Not only can we overcome everyday
obstacles—we can benefit from them, too.

Disciplined Dreaming
Practical tactics to grow your willpower, stop procrastination, focus like a laser, and
achieve whatever you set your mind to. Following through and finishing what you
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start- more valuable skills than you realize. They are a combination of traits that
enables you to create the life you want - without having to compromise or wait.
The alternative is a status quo that you’re stuck in. Is your life a series of
unfinished tasks and intentions? That stops now. Finish What You Start is a unique
deep dive into the psychology and science of accomplishment, productivity, and
getting things done. It takes a thorough look why we are sometimes stuck, and
gives detailed, step by step solutions you can start using today. Every phase of
finishing and following through is covered, and even productivity pros will be able
to learn something new. Above all else, this is a guide to understanding your brain
and instincts better for optimal results. Channel massive productivity and mental
toughness. Peter Hollins has studied psychology and peak human performance for
over a dozen years and is a bestselling author. He has worked with dozens of
individuals to unlock their potential and path towards success. His writing draws on
his academic, coaching, and research experience. Resist distractions, demotivation, temptations, laziness, and excuses. •The surprising motivations that
push us past obstacles. •How daily rules and a manifesto can help you achieve.
•Valuable and insightful mindsets to view productivity from entirely new lights.
Seize self-control and finally accomplish your big and small goals. •The science
and tactics to beating procrastination easily. •Focus and willpower pitfalls you are
probably committing at this very moment. •How to beat distractions, remain
focused, stay on task, and get to what matters - consistently. Transform your life
through productive habits and avoiding mental traps.
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The Practicing Mind
One of the world's most esteemed and influential psychologists, Roy F. Baumeister,
teams with New York Times science writer John Tierney to reveal the secrets of selfcontrol and how to master it. Pioneering research psychologist Roy F. Baumeister
collaborates with New York Times science writer John Tierney to revolutionize our
understanding of the most coveted human virtue: self-control. Drawing on cuttingedge research and the wisdom of real-life experts, Willpower shares lessons on
how to focus our strength, resist temptation, and redirect our lives. It shows
readers how to be realistic when setting goals, monitor their progress, and how to
keep faith when they falter. By blending practical wisdom with the best of recent
research science, Willpower makes it clear that whatever we seek—from happiness
to good health to financial security—we won’t reach our goals without first learning
to harness self-control.

For A Better Tomorrow
Learn why boundaries are not bad, why humility is hard, how to milk your
momentum, how passion powers progress, why persistence is a virtue and
patience is not optional. Learn how to be your own cheerleader, know your own
creative cycle, and say so long to the Sunday night blues. Most importantly, learn
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how curiosity is the new vulnerability, and why, without it, self-discipline will never
last. Do you struggle with finishing projects? Need to lose weight? Can’t get to bed
at a reasonable hour? We all know we need more self-discipline, yet most of us are
a bit foggy on what it actually is. Is it being on time to everything? Or early?
Waking up at 5am? Doing everything everyone asks us to, on time, all the time? Or
is it something more meaningful, more nourishing? This handbook will teach you
how to take joy in cultivating self-discipline. Learn what it is, how to get it, why we
need it, how to keep it, and why we want it. It also covers the major stumbling
blocks in our way, both internally and externally. If you could use a boost of selfdiscipline along with a healthy dose of self-confidence, pick up this handbook
today. You can’t afford not to.

The Challenge of the Disciplined Life
This book details the battle one must fight to be an independent thinker, showing
how an honest reassessment of what it means to be a professional in today's
corporate society can be remarkably liberating. Poignant examples from the world
of work reveal the workplace as a battleground for the very identity of the
individual. Schmidt contends that professional work is inherently political—that the
unstated duty of professionals is to maintain strict "ideological discipline." Career
dissatisfaction evolves as workers lose control over the political component of their
creative work. After reading this insightful book, no one who works for a living will
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ever think the same way about their job. Jeff Schmidt lives in Washington, D.C.,
where he is an editor forPhysics Today.

The Yogi Assignment
We all have a past and coming to Jesus and being born again doesn’t mean you
don’t have baggage to deal with. This book deals with a systematic approach to
letting go of the past and moving forward toward the prize of the high calling of
God in Jesus. It also goes on to show you what transpires in the new birth, what
must be done in order for you to grow effectually in Christ and build a prosperous
life while living in love, peace and joy of the Holy Ghost. It also outlines three
things the church must be willing to do in order to enjoy the manifestations of God
through the gifts of the Holy Spirit.

The Disciplined Life
This book has actionable information that will help you to supercharge your selfdiscipline to achieve great feats in life. We all set many goals in life and hope that
we will achieve them. Unfortunately, many of us don't have the discipline to follow
what it takes to transform these goals to reality. We somehow lose our passion and
drive to do what needs to be done after setting goals. Think about it; every year,
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we all set New Year's resolutions with the hope that by the end of the calendar
year, we would have changed different aspects of our lives. We start off overly
excited that by the end of the year, our life would be completely different.
However, that doesn't happen for many of us because we lose our focus and
passion for whatever it is that we want to achieve. As you well know, you cannot
go far in life if you cannot implement everything needed to transform your goals
into reality. You cannot chase your dreams and actualize your goals if you are not
determined, strong willed, and have the power to control emotions, desires, and
feelings that derail your goals and their achievement. To achieve success, you
must boss your thoughts and emotions as well as exercise perseverance and
endurance, which are extremely important self-discipline ingredients. Cultivating
these character traits may sound challenging right now, but by the time you reach
the last page of this book, self-discipline will come easy to you; you will find no
difficulty in exercising self-discipline, and going after everything you desire. This
book is the ultimate self-discipline master guide: it aims to teach you how to
develop the self-discipline you require to pursue your goals, while avoiding
distractions that tend to derail your goal pursuit. Make the best use of this
wonderful opportunity and learn how to unlock your self-discipline right now.

Discipline with Dignity
In those times when we want to acquire a new skill or face a formidable challenge
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we hope to overcome, what we need most are patience, focus, and discipline, traits
that seem elusive or difficult to maintain. In this enticing and practical book,
Thomas Sterner demonstrates how to learn skills for any aspect of life, from golfing
to business to parenting, by learning to love the process. Early life is all about trialand-error practice. If we had given up in the face of failure, repetition, and
difficulty, we would never have learned to walk or tie our shoes. So why, as adults,
do we often give up on a goal when at first we don’t succeed? Modern life’s
technological speed, habitual multitasking, and promises of instant gratification
don’t help. But in his study of how we learn (prompted by his pursuit of disciplines
such as music and golf), Sterner has found that we have also forgotten the
principles of practice — the process of picking a goal and applying steady effort to
reach it. The methods Sterner teaches show that practice done properly isn’t
drudgery on the way to mastery but a fulfilling process in and of itself, one that
builds discipline and clarity. By focusing on “process, not product,” you’ll learn to
live in each moment, where you’ll find calmness and equanimity. This book will
transform a sense of futility around learning something challenging into an attitude
of pleasure and willingness.

Good to Great
Richard J. Foster’s Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth is hailed
by many as the best modern book on Christian spirituality with millions of copies
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sold since its original publication in 1978. In Celebration of Discipline, Foster
explores the "classic Disciplines," or central spiritual practices, of the Christian
faith to show how each of these areas contribute to a balanced spiritual life. Foster,
the bestselling author of several books (Prayer and Streams of Living Water) and
intrachurch movement founder of Renovaré, helps motivate Christians everywhere
to embark on a journey of prayer and spiritual growth.

Celebration of Discipline
Discipline is what moderns need the most and want the least. Too often young
people who leave home, students who quit school, husbands and wives who seek
divorce, church members who neglect services, employees who walk out on their
jobs are simply trying to escape discipline. The true motive may often be
camouflaged by a hundred excuses, but behind the flimsy front is the hard core of
aversion to restraint and control. Much of our restlessness and instability can be
traced to this basic fault in modern character. Our overflowing asylums and
hospitals and jails are but symptoms of an undisciplined age. There may be many
secondary causes and there may be many secondary cures, but somewhere
behind them all is the need for discipline. The kind of discipline needed is far
deeper than the rule of alarm clocks and time cards; it embraces self-restraint,
courage, perseverance, and resiliency as the inner panoply of the soul. Many
nervous and emotional disorders are the accumulated result of years of selfPage 15/34
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indulgent living. I am not thinking of the drunkards or the libertines, but of the
respectable Christians who probably would be horrified at the thought of touching
liquor or of indulging in gross immorality. But they are nevertheless undisciplined,
and the fatal weakness is unmasked in the day of trial and adversity. A lifelong
pattern of running away from difficulties, of avoiding incompatible people, of
seeking the easy way, of quitting when the going gets rough finally shows up in
neurotic semi-invalidism and incapacity. Numerous books may be read, many
doctors and preachers consulted, innumerable prayers may be offered, and
religious commitments made; the patient may be inundated with drugs, advice,
costly treatment, and spiritual scourgings; yet none lay bare the real cause: lack of
discipline. And the only real cure is to become a disciplined person.

Self Discipline Mindset
From one of Nielsen’s top 50 power moms comes advice you can take to the
bank—literally! Crystal Paine, who has helped busy women everywhere take
control of their finances, presents her most effective strategies designed for
families of all sizes and income levels. With hundreds of inspiring “why didn’t I
think of that?” tips, plus worksheets, Paine breaks down your goals into easy,
manageable steps so you can: • Achieve a complete financial makeover • Set up a
realistic budget • Never pay retail • Slash your grocery bill • Organize your time
and your home • Use coupons wisely • Pay with cash only • Live simply • Become
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debt free • Choose contentment • Make every dollar count

Disciplines of the Christian Life
Discipline with Dignity details an affirming approach to managing the classroom
that promotes respect for self and others. This completely updated 3rd edition
offers practical solutions that emphasize relationship building, curriculum
relevance, and academic success. The emphasis is on preventing problems by
helping students to understand each other, work well together, and develop
responsibility for their own actions, but the authors also include intervention
strategies for handling common and severe problems in dignified ways. Filled with
real-life examples and authentic teacher-student dialogues, Discipline with Dignity
is a comprehensive and flexible system of prevention and intervention tools that
shows how educators at all levels can *Be fair without necessarily treating every
student the same way. *Customize the classroom to reflect today's highly diverse
and inclusive student population. *Seek students' help in creating values-based
rules and appropriate consequences. *Use humor appropriately and effectively to
respond to abusive language. *Fine-tune strategies to resolve issues with
chronically misbehaving students and "ringleaders" or bullies. This book is not
simply a compendium of strategies for dealing with bad behavior. It is a guide to
helping students see themselves in a different way, to changing the way they
interact with the world. The strategies innate to this approach help students make
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informed choices to behave well. When they do, they become more attuned to
learning and to understanding how to use what they learn to improve their lives
and the lives of others--with dignity.

America and the Challenges of Religious Diversity
How to Live as Jesus Lived Dallas Willard, one of today's most brilliant Christian
thinkers and author of The Divine Conspiracy (Christianity Today's 1999 Book of
the Year), presents a way of living that enables ordinary men and women to enjoy
the fruit of the Christian life. He reveals how the key to self-transformation resides
in the practice of the spiritual disciplines, and how their practice affirms human life
to the fullest. The Spirit of the Disciplines is for everyone who strives to be a
disciple of Jesus in thought and action as well as intention.

Discipline for Life
DISCIPLINE WITH RESPECT: Christian Family Edition integrates the principles of
discipline with the Bible. Christian parents and educators will find evidenced-based
principles promoting the development of responsible behavior by respectful
communication, positive feedback, methods of encouragement, strategies for
redirecting behavior, and more. What reviewers say “Practical, well organized and
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reader friendly… Parents, educators, and anyone responsible for children and their
well-being should read this book.” —Diane Mortellite-Saaybe, M.A., New Jersey Dr.
Sutton’s work connects timeless principles to modern wisdom in a way that
challenges family habits and encourages relationship-grounded discipline.
—Jennifer Poindexter, M.S., LPC, South Carolina

The Discipline of Grace
The Science of Self-Discipline
The Challenge of the Disciplined Life explores the three great ethical themes
crucial to people of faith living faithfully. Drawing upon practical examples, Richard
J. Foster guides the reader in day-to-day ethical decision making while helping
each of us determine "the proper place in Christian life of money, sex, and power."

365 Days With Self-Discipline
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties,
showed how great companies triumph over time and how long-term sustained
performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the
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verybeginning. But what about the company that is not born with great DNA? How
can good companies, mediocre companies, even bad companies achieve enduring
greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the mind of Jim Collins.
Are there companies that defy gravity and convert long-term mediocrity or worse
into long-term superiority? And if so, what are the universal distinguishing
characteristics that cause a company to go from good to great? The Standards
Using tough benchmarks, Collins and his research team identified a set of elite
companies that made the leap to great results and sustained those results for at
least fifteen years. How great? After the leap, the good-to-great companies
generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by an
average of seven times in fifteen years, better than twice the results delivered by a
composite index of the world's greatest companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel,
General Electric, and Merck. The Comparisons The research team contrasted the
good-to-great companies with a carefully selected set of comparison companies
that failed to make the leap from good to great. What was different? Why did one
set of companies become truly great performers while the other set remained only
good? Over five years, the team analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight
companies in the study. After sifting through mountains of data and thousands of
pages of interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key determinants of
greatness -- why some companies make the leap and others don't. The Findings
The findings of the Good to Great study will surprise many readers and shed light
on virtually every area of management strategy and practice. The findings include:
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Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to discover the type of leadership
required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept (Simplicity within the Three
Circles): To go from good to great requires transcending the curse of competence.
A Culture of Discipline: When you combine a culture of discipline with an ethic of
entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results. Technology
Accelerators: Good-to-great companies think differently about the role of
technology. The Flywheel and the Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change
programs and wrenching restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap.
“Some of the key concepts discerned in the study,” comments Jim Collins, "fly in
the face of our modern business culture and will, quite frankly, upset some
people.” Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?

The Power of Discipline
This reprint of the classic work is a practical guide to helping Christians grow
spiritually through a daily practice of prayer and Bible study, structured around key
topics Liddell believes are basic knowledge for any Christian. At the foundation of
the book is a Bible reading plan with a suggested reading for each day of the year.

Self-Disciplined Dieter
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Includes sections on self-discipline and personal success; business, sales and
finances; and the good life.

Willpower
As you study and apply the spiritual disciplines, you will find fresh power and
enthusiasm to live like ChristLeave the treadmill of spiritual drudgery behind as
you discover how you can be Disciplined for Life.

The Spirit of the Disciplines - Reissue
The Dignity of Working Men
Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, and adherents of other non-Western religions have
become a significant presence in the United States in recent years. Yet many
Americans continue to regard the United States as a Christian society. How are we
adapting to the new diversity? Do we casually announce that we "respect" the
faiths of non-Christians without understanding much about those faiths? Are we
willing to do the hard work required to achieve genuine religious pluralism? Awardwinning author Robert Wuthnow tackles these and other difficult questions
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surrounding religious diversity and does so with his characteristic rigor and style.
America and the Challenges of Religious Diversity looks not only at how we have
adapted to diversity in the past, but at the ways rank-and-file Americans, clergy,
and other community leaders are responding today. Drawing from a new national
survey and hundreds of in-depth qualitative interviews, this book is the first
systematic effort to assess how well the nation is meeting the current challenges
of religious and cultural diversity. The results, Wuthnow argues, are both
encouraging and sobering--encouraging because most Americans do recognize the
right of diverse groups to worship freely, but sobering because few Americans have
bothered to learn much about religions other than their own or to engage in
constructive interreligious dialogue. Wuthnow contends that responses to religious
diversity are fundamentally deeper than polite discussions about civil liberties and
tolerance would suggest. Rather, he writes, religious diversity strikes us at the very
core of our personal and national theologies. Only by understanding this important
dimension of our culture will we be able to move toward a more reflective
approach to religious pluralism.

Money, Sex and Power
An inspirational 30-day yoga and lifestyle program that will challenge your mind,
body, and spirit--by one of the most dynamic and high-profile contemporary
Ashtanga yoga teachers, Kino MacGregor. “The brave heart of a yogi is defined by
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actions that make the world a better place.” Live with authenticity, practice
patience, let go of negativity—these are some of the core tenets of a yoga lifestyle,
on and off the mat. Yoga is about much more than twisting yourself into
shapes—the heart of this ancient practice is an inner journey, one of reflection,
spiritual awakening, and ultimately a calm, clear mind. The Yogi Assignment is a
30-day introduction to these life-affirming and simple, yet revolutionary, principles.
Led by master teacher Kino MacGregor, this journey will challenge and uplift your
body, mind, and spirit. Each day offers a practice and meditation that will help you
confront your emotional, physical, and mental limitations and inspire real change
in your life. MacGregor is a fierce, loving guide who encourages you to look deeply
within to find your wellspring of inner strength and courage.

Finish What You Start
Drawn from a rich heritage, Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life will guide you
through a carefully selected array of disciplines. By illustrating why the disciplines
are important, showing how each one will help you grow in godliness, and offering
practical suggestions for cultivating them, Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life
will provide you with a refreshing opportunity to become more like Christ and grow
in character and maturity. Now updated and revised to equip a new generation of
readers, this anniversary edition features in-depth discussions on each of the key
disciplines.
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Disciplined for Life
Project 333
How to Lose Weight and Become Healthy with the Power of Self-Discipline How
often have you tried to lose weight or start eating healthier simply to get frustrated
and revert back to your old, bad habits? Is this your first time to try, and friends
and family are telling you how difficult it is? What if I told you there are things that
can make it easier than you think? Everyday temptations drain your determination
and cause frustrating slip-ups when you’re on a diet. You become extremely aware
of everything you can’t eat, and it seems like everyone else is eating those things
right there. Meanwhile, you look in the mirror or at the number on the scale, and
don’t see the results promised by the infomercials. Eventually, the temptations
chip away at your willpower and "maybe just this once" turns into "whatever, I’ve
already failed." It isn’t long before the little weight you lost has made a reappearance, and possibly brought some friends. This scenario is too common. SelfDisciplined Dieter has the secrets to change it and break the cycle of dieting,
getting frustrated, gaining weight back, and dieting again. You’ll see permanent
results while eating what's good for you and feeling more satisfied without totally
giving up the foods you love. Inside, you’ll learn: - how to overcome (or completely
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remove!) the most common obstacles that can make or break your diet (like being
hungry while you're on a diet), - what daily habits contribute to setbacks and how
to replace them with better alternatives to design a healthy lifestyle (just one bad
habit can add more than 500 calories a day to your diet), - how to deal with
cravings and temptations (including a morbid, but extremely effective mind trick), how to like healthy foods as much as, if not more than, unhealthy foods (it's all
about making small changes), - how to increase satiety to stick to your diet (the
right foods can be up to seven times more satiating), - and how eating healthy can
be actually cheaper than eating off a fast food dollar menu (it can be a money
saving technique, too). Inside you won’t find the gimmicky "well, duh" tricks so
many dieting fads say are the secret to weight-loss. In fact, they aren’t tricks at all.
The tips inside are scientifically proven (and supported) strategies and tools to
lessen the burden on willpower and help you finally reach your weight loss goals.
You want to change your life for the better. Together, we can help you shed off
those extra pounds – and keep them off – while shifting your view away from shortterm frustrations to long-term results and lifelong health. Keywords: Develop self
discipline, willpower and self discipline, self-discipline, self control books, stress,
reach your goals, self-control, achieve your goals, instant gratification, long term
goals, goal setting, success, goal setting books, how to reach your goals, how to
achieve your goals, persistence, how not to give up, stick to a diet, stay motivated,
build habits, how to be healthy, how to lose weight
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Tracing the Steps of a Disciplined Life
Outlines a systematic framework for enabling greater productivity without
overworking, sharing strategies on how to eliminate unnecessary tasks while
streamlining essential employee functions. By the co-author of the best-selling
Multipliers. 75,000 first printing.

The Money Saving Mom's Budget
No issues touch us more profoundly or universally,' writes Richard Foster. 'No
topics cause more controversy. No human realities have greater power to bless or
curse. No three things have been more sought after or are more in need of a
Christian response.' Money, Sex and Power discerns the biblical principles that
enable us to live out a relevant and authentic response to the three greatest
temptations of our age.Gerard Kelly writes: 'Foster follows a road few in recent
years have travelled, and does so with depth, wit and down-to-earth wisdom. Don't
assume for one moment that this book is anti-money, anti-sex or anti-power: the
author has a healthy respect and admiration for all three as sacred gifts of a loving
creator. What he does urge us to do, though, is to "live rightly" in respect of these
key ares, and so to be freed into a life of creative celebration.
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The Self-Discipline Handbook
Disciplined Minds
This helpful guide to Money, Sex & Power, Richard J. Foster's sequel to his
bestselling Celebration of Discipline, expands the discussion of key issues and
explores ways to move the principles involved into the arena of practical
experience. This study guide offers a series of brief, incisive essays, followed by
scriptural passages, that focus on what the Bible has to say about the three central
themes of supreme importance in modern society. Study questions facilitate
careful reading of Money, Sex & Power to reach a deeper understanding of how
these subjects relate to the life of the individual, society, and the church This
compact, helpful handbook -- designed for personal reflection or group study -offers a systematic program for learning more fully how "we, as followers of Christ,
are to deal with the many ethical choices we face almost daily." The author also
provides an annotated bibliography of readings that open avenues for further
study and reflection.

The Stoic Challenge: A Philosopher's Guide to Becoming
Tougher, Calmer, and More Resilient
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God’s Role and Our Role in the Pursuit of Holiness You are never beyond the reach
of God’s grace. Neither are you ever beyond the need of God’s grace. Without
grace we’d never come to Christ. But being a Christian is more than just coming to
Christ, it’s about growing and becoming more like Jesus. This pursuit of holiness is
hard work, and as we enter into this discipline, we sometimes lose sight of grace.
Jerry Bridges helps us steer clear of this disastrous distraction, offering a clear and
thorough explanation of the gospel and what it means to the believer. Explore how
the same grace that brings us to Christ also grows us in Christ. Includes full study
guide (which was previously sold as a stand-alone discussion guide, ISBN
9781576839904).

Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life
Barbara Hughes carefully guides her readers through the Scriptures, asks them
questions for self-evaluation, and provides helpful suggestions for direct
application of these fundamental spiritual disciplines.

The Disciplined Life
Your best intentions are not enough. Learn to scientifically engineer a disciplined
life, become relentless, and never give up. Whatever you want in your life, selfPage 29/34
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discipline is the missing piece. Goals will remain dreams if you make the mistake of
relying on motivation and your best drawn plans. The Science of Self-Discipline is a
deep look into what allows us to resist our worst impulses and simply execute,
achieve, produce, and focus. Every principle is scientifically-driven and dissected to
as be actionable and helpful as possible. You’ll learn how top performers
consistently exercise self-discipline, as well as what drives us on an instinctual,
psychological level to act. This isn’t just a book; it’s a roadmap to the human
psyche and will allow you to accomplish exactly what you set out to do, every time.
When you understand what drives your cravings and the true roots of selfdiscipline, you’ll be able to rise above your temporary discomfort and focus on
what really matters. Discover every factor that impacts self-discipline for better or
worse. Break free of excuses, distractions, laziness, and temptations. Peter Hollins
has studied psychology and peak human performance for over a dozen years and
is a bestselling author. He has worked with dozens of individuals to unlock their
potential and path towards success. His writing draws on his academic, coaching,
and research experience. Beat instant gratification and create limitless motivation.
•The biological basis of self-discipline - and why it’s beneficial to you. •Discipline
tactics for high performers such as Navy SEALs. •Diagnosing what motivates you,
what drains you, and what moves you emotionally. •Engineering an environment
and social circle that boosts self-discipline. Form productive habits to increase your
focus, strengthen your resolve, and stop giving up from boredom or frustration.
•Why choosing two marshmallows over one matters. •Four questions for any
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potential lapse in willpower. •The interplay between habits, motivation, and selfdiscipline. Self-discipline and willpower will fundamentally change your life.

DISCIPLINE WITH RESPECT
In this expanded edition of the 2017 mega-bestseller, updated with brand new
sections like DO WHAT MAKES YOU HAPPY, SUGAR COATED LIES and DON'T
NEGOTIATE WITH WEAKNESS, readers will discover new ways to become stronger,
smarter, and healthier. Jocko Willink's methods for success were born in the SEAL
Teams, where he spent most of his adult life, enlisting after high school and rising
through the ranks to become the commander of the most highly decorated special
operations unit of the war in Iraq. In Discipline Equals Freedom, the #1 New York
Times bestselling coauthor of Extreme Ownership describes how he lives that
mantra: the mental and physical disciplines he imposes on himself in order to
achieve freedom in all aspects of life. Many books offer advice on how to overcome
obstacles and reach your goals--but that advice often misses the most critical
ingredient: discipline. Without discipline, there will be no real progress. Discipline
Equals Freedom covers it all, including strategies and tactics for conquering
weakness, procrastination, and fear, and specific physical training presented in
workouts for beginner, intermediate, and advanced athletes, and even the best
sleep habits and food intake recommended to optimize performance. FIND YOUR
WILL, FIND YOUR DISCIPLINE--AND YOU WILL FIND YOUR FREEDOM
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Disciplines of a Godly Woman
Discipline is what moderns need the most and want the least. Too often young
people who leave home, students who quit school, husbands and wives who seek
divorce, church members who neglect services, employees who walk out on their
jobs are simply trying to escape discipline. The true motive may often be
camouflaged by a hundred excuses, but behind the flimsy front is the hard core of
aversion to restraint and control. Much of our restlessness and instability can be
traced to this basic fault in modern character. Our overflowing asylums and
hospitals and jails are but symptoms of an undisciplined age. There may be many
secondary causes and there may be many secondary cures, but somewhere
behind them all is the need for discipline. The kind of discipline needed is far
deeper than the rule of alarm clocks and time cards; it embraces self-restraint,
courage, perseverance, and resiliency as the inner panoply of the soul. Many
nervous and emotional disorders are the accumulated result of years of selfindulgent living. I am not thinking of the drunkards or the libertines, but of the
respectable Christians who probably would be horrified at the thought of touching
liquor or of indulging in gross immorality. But they are nevertheless undisciplined,
and the fatal weakness is unmasked in the day of trial and adversity. A lifelong
pattern of running away from difficulties, of avoiding incompatible people, of
seeking the easy way, of quitting when the going gets rough finally shows up in
neurotic semi-invalidism and incapacity. Numerous books may be read, many
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doctors and preachers consulted, innumerable prayers may be offered, and
religious commitments made; the patient may be inundated with drugs, advice,
costly treatment, and spiritual scourgings; yet none lay bare the real cause: lack of
discipline. And the only real cure is to become a disciplined person.
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